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ABSTRACT 
We study the algebraic properties of the solutions of the equality-constrained 
least squares problem minfss IIKf- gI(2 with S =(f:llh - Lfllz = minz,c,8 Ilh - 
k112} (LSE) and corresponding weighted least squares problem (WLS), in which L 
and 
L 
( 1 K 
may not be of full rank. General formulas for the solutions are given, and 
the algebraic relations between the LSE and the WLS solutions are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we use the following notations. Let Cmx” be the set of 
m x n matrices with complex entries, and C’” = C’nXr be the set of m- 
dimensional vectors. For a matrix A E CtnXn, let AH E Cnx” be the conju- 
gate transpose of A and AT the transpose of A, Rank(A) the rank of A, R(A) 
the range of A, N(A) the null space of A, 1, the identity matrix of order k, 
0 Ix,,l the 1 by m matrix of all zero entries, 0, = OIXl (if no confusion occurs, 
we will drop the subindex), and II-II = 11. \I2 the spectral norm. For a vector 
space S, Dim(S) denotes the dimension of S. 
Consider the problem of finding a solution fLSE such that 
Ilg - Kf&l= ;“;II” - @II with E 
S = (f:IILf- hll= ;$Fnllh - till), 
(1.1) 
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where L E ~7”~~“, K E C”zx” with m, < n < m, + m2, h E C”“, ,g E C”“z 
are known. We call (1.1) the LSE problem. 
The LSE problem arises in many practical applications, such as in 
optimal design of structures, in signal processing, and in solving inequality- 
constrained least squares problems [l, 3,6,8,9,16]. 
One common approach to the problem (1.1) is the method of weighting 
[3,8,16], which solves the unconstrained least squares problem of finding a 
solution f(r) such that 
where 
B = B(T) = (2) ,=,,,,=(g 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
with T some large number. We call (1.2) the WLS problem. 
In the literature, one usually assumes that 
Rank(L) =m, and Rank 
to simplify the discussion. However, in some circumstances, L or 
not be of full rank. For example, in electromagnetic data 
lems, one has for some sample rate T a discrete time series 
dj= 5 clexp(jhlT), j=O,l ,...,m+n-1, 
1=1 
obtained from experimental or computational results, where m > n > p, and 
A,, cI are resonance poles and residues respectively for 1~ 1~ p, to be 
determined [Id]. If some poles, say A,, . . . , hi, are known a priori, then one 
may use the constrained Prony’s method [1], that is, the equality-constrained 
least squares method, to obtain the remaining resonance poles and residues. 
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In fact, if .z~ = exp(hlT) for 1 = 1,. . . , p are distinct and 
‘1 z1 . . . ,;-1\ 
1 
L = . “.’ 
. . . n-1 z2 
. > 
1 Zi ... ,;-1 
hz- 
K= 
d, d, ... d,, 
g=- 
that 
I d” d, .*. d”_, d,, 
d Flfl 
cl min-1 
\ A-, 4, ... 4,+.-z 
where i < p, i < n < i + m, then based on the results in [I9], one can show 
29 
=min{p,n). 
Furthermore, when n > p > i, h E R(L), for any solution f = 
(an, ai,. . . > (Y,,_~)~ of the LSE problem (1.11, define a polynomial F’,,(x) to be 
P,(z) = zn + a,_,zn-l + . . . + alz + a”; 
then P,,(z) has zl,...,zP as its zeros. Then one encounters the case that 
N(L) fl N(K) #0, or equivalently 
Rank k <n 
(( 1) 
So it is necessary to develop an analysis to handle the abovementioned 
situation that L and (L”, K I’) are rank deficient. Recently, the author 
obtained an error estimate in the case that K = I, and that L may not be of 
full rank [I7]. 
In this paper, we develop an analysis for the abovementioned LSE and 
WLS problems. Throughout we assume that 
Rank(L)=p<m, and Rank 
L 
(( 1) 
K =k<n (1.4) 
unless explicitly indicated. 
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The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we review some results for 
generalized inverses and generalized singular value decompositions; in Sec- 
tion 3, we formulate the solutions of the LSE problem; in Section 4, we 
formulate the solutions of the WLS problem; in Section 5, we compare the 
solutions of the LSE and the WLS problems; in Section 6, we briefly discuss 
the eigenspaces of the coefficient matrices of the LSE and the WLS 
problems associated with zero eigenvalue; in Section 7, we conclude the 
paper with some remarks. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For any matrix A E Cr”X”, the following four equations uniquely define 
the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse X = A+ of A: 
(1) AXA=A, 
(2) xAx=x, 
(3) ( AX)H = AX, 
(4) (XA)H=XA. (2.1) 
Let A(i, j} denote the set of matrices which satisfy conditions (i),(j) above. 
An element of A{i, j] is denoted by Aci,j). 
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 
It is well known [7] that for any matrix A E CtnXn, there exist unitary 
matrices U, V and a diagonal matrix D such that 
VHAV= D=diag(o,,...,a[) (2.2) 
with ur > . . * > a, 2 0 the singular values of A, where I= min{m,nl. 
The Modajied CS Decomposition 
Paige and Saunders [lo] obtained a modified CS decomposition, which is 
a generalization of a result of Stewart [12]. 
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suppose that z E c(‘%+mz)X(‘? +md . IS a unitary matrix. Partition 2 as 
(2.3) 
Suppose that Rank(Z,,)=p with dr=...=d,=l>d,+,> .*. ad,>0 
the nonzero singular values of Z,,. Let C = diag(d,+ r, . . . , dr,) and S = 
diag(Jz,. ,dw). Th en there exist unitary matrices U,, U,, V,, 
and Vz,, with appropriate sizes, such that 
where 
D,, = diag(14,C70(ml-p)x(k-~)), 
D,, = diag(O(r,,z+q-k)xy~s~ Ik--p), 
D22 = diag(‘m2+q-k, - "o(k-p)x(ml-p)) 
(2.5) 
The Generalized Singular Value Decomposition (GSVD) 
Assume that L E CmlXn, K E CmzXn, and the conditions in (1.4) hold. Let 
the SVD for 
L ( 1 K = ZTwH (2.6) 
with T = diag(T,,O), T, = diag(t,,. ., tk), t, > t, > * * . >, t, > 0, and Z,W 
unitary matrices. Partition Z as in (2.3). Th en Z has modified CS decomposi- 
tion (2.4),(2.5), and one has the following GSVD for K and L [15]: 




A = (O,i>O>, ~=(D,,,O), X= Wdiag(T,lV,,Z,_k). (2.8) 
3. THE LSE SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we derive general formulas for the solutions of the LSE 
problem (1.1). We first introduce definitions of weighted generalized in- 
verses which adopt those in 16, p. 3391. 






DEFINITION 3.2. Assume that the conditions in (1.4) hold, and the 
GSVD for L and K is as in (2.7). A K-weighted ($1 generalized inverse of L 
is defined by 
Li= [I-(KP)*K]Lt (3.3) 
with 
LS = XII+ ul”, P=Z-L’L, (KP)*=X[x(z-A+A)]+u,“. (3.4) 
It is well known that L* E L{ 1,2,3}, and if 
Rank or equivalently N(L) n N(K) = (0)) 
then L$ = Li [6]. In this section, we will show that Li = Li also holds in 
the general case. 
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The LSE problem is equivalent to that of solving the least squares 
problem (see, e.g., [6]) 
with 
Aw=d (3.5) 
A-16 jH ;I, -=(,), d= [a,, (3.6) 
where r = g - Kf is the least squares residual and z is a vector of Lagrange 
multipliers. Then it is well known that (see, e.g., [6]) 
‘(KL;)“m; -(KL:)H (L:)H 
\ 
A+= - KLi QN [wo)+]H (3.7) 
\ L: (KPo)+ -(KP,)+[(KP,)+]H 
with P,, Li defined in (3.2) and (3.11, respectively, and QN = Z - KP&KPJ+. 
We can also derive a different formula for A+ by means of the GSVD for 
L and K, and the modified CS decomposition for Z. Specifically, we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that L and K satisfy (1.41, and the GSVD fbr L 
and K is in (2.6). Let 
(KL;)kLi - ( KL;)H ( Li)H \ 
Y= -KLs, Qi [(=‘)‘]H (3.8) 
\ Lk (KP)’ -(W)*[(@]“, 
with P, (KP)‘, and Lx defined in (3.4) and (3.31, respectively, and Qi = l- 
KP(KP)*. Then Y = A+. 
To prove Theorem 3.1, we need the following. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Assume that Z E C(‘nlf”‘~)X(‘nl+“‘2) is unitary. Partition Z as 
in (2.3). Then the following equalities hold: 
z zf’+z .zff =o 11 21 12 22 ) z”z. +zHz =o 11 12 2122 ’ 
z,,z:,+ (z12z;2)H =0, z:,=z::-(Z,,Z&,)“, 
Ok - Gzll)z;; = Z,“,(& - z22G2), Z;Z21(zk - z:,zll) = I, - z:,z, 
z21G’lL* - Z,,Z&) = Zrllp - z,,z:,, z&g z,,z:,) = z,,zE, 
GG’l( G,GJ = ZllG’l~ [Z,,(zk-z:lz,,)]+=(z-z:lzll)zi!l~ 
(3.9) 
Proof. Direct calculation by applying the modified CS decomposition 
(2.4) and (2.5). n 
REMARK. One can also derive the above equalities from the fact that Z 
is a unitary matrix. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. One can check the following equalities in terms 
of the GSVD for L, K in (2.7), the modified CS decomposition for Z in (2.4) 
and (2.5), and the definitions for L*, P,(U)* in (3.3) and (3.4): 
L = Z,,T,W,“, K = ZzlTIW;‘, L’ = WIT; ‘Z;,, 
P = I, - W,T;lZ;,Z,IT,Wy 
= W,T,‘( I, - Z;,Zl,)TIWl” + WzW,“, 
KP = Z,,( Z - Z;,Z,,)TIWF, 
(KP)‘=P(KP)‘=W,T;‘(Z,-Z;,Z,,)Z;;, (3.10) 
where W, and W, are respectively the first k and the last n - k columns of 
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the unitary matrix W defined in (2.6). SO 
(3.11) 
Q,: = I - KP( KP)’ = Z,,Z;2. 
Then Y has the form 
zl,Gdz,&2)H GJ,: wwmH 
Y= cw%>” Z&k! (wlT;‘(z - GZll>Z,“,>” 
W,T, lz+ I1 W,F’(I - G,-wzs: - W,T,‘(Z - Z:,Z,,)T;‘W,H I 
(3.12) 
Now from (3.9), (3.12), and the fact that A and Y are hermitian, 
AY=(“r + w;;] =(AY)~=YA=(YA)“. (3.13) 
Then it is easy to check from (3.9), (3.121, and (3.13) that 
AYA=A and YAY=Y. (3.14) 
So Y satisfies four conditions for the Penrose pseudoinverse, and so Y = A+. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
From (3.7) and (3.81, one has 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let L:, L;,(KP,)+,(KP)*,Q~, and QN be defined in 
(3.1)-(3.4). Then 
Li=L;,Qi=Q, and (KP)*=(KP,,)+. (3.15) 
Proof. Note that A+ = Y, so all corresponding entries in (3.7) and (3.8) 
are equal. n 
REMARK. Elden [6] proved Theorem 3.1 for Rank(LH, KH) = n. 
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From the above discussion, one obtains 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that the conditions in Theorem 3.1 hold. Then 
any least squares solution w of (3.5) has the form 
w = A+d +(I- A+A)w,, (3.16a) 
where 
is some vector with z,, r 1, f 1 having the same dimensions as z, r, f, respec- 
tively, or equivalently, 
z=(KL;,)HKL$h-(KLi)Hg +(I-LL’)z, 
= Z,,Z:,(Z,,Z:,)“h + Z,,Z&g +(z- z,,z:,)z,, 
r=-KLkh+Qj$g 
= ( Z,,Z;2)Hh + Z,,Z;2g, 
(3.16b) 
f=L;h+(I#g+[P-(KP)%‘]f, 
= W,T,‘Z:,h + W,T;‘Z,H,(Z- Z,,Z;2)g + W2W,Hf,. 
Among all the LSE solutions, the minimum norm solution is 
.zLSE = ( KL$)HKLih - ( KLi)Hg 
= Z,Z&(Z,Z&lHh + Z,,Z,:g, 
rLSE = r = - KLih + Q&g 
= (Z,,Z,:)“h + Z,,Z,:g, 
fLSE = Li,h + (KP)‘g 
= WIT;‘Z;$ + W,T,‘Z,H,( Z - Z,,Z,+,) g. 
(3.17) 
REMARK. We see from (3.16) and (3.17) that the least squares residual r 
is unique in any case, while for Rank(LH, KH) = k < n the f’s are not 
unique, and for Rank(L) = p < ml the Z’S are not unique. 
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4. THE WLS SOLUTIONS 
Now we consider the WLS problem (1.2). The WLS problem (1.2) is 
equivalent to that of solving the consistent linear equation (see, e.g., [2]) 
with r > 0 and 
A(T)u;(~) = d (4.1) 
We can also obtain A(r)+ in terms of the GSVD of L, K and the 
modified CS decomposition of 2. Specifically, we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that L, K satisfy the conditions in (1.4), the 
GSVD of L, K is in (2.7), and the mod$ed CS decomposition of Z is in (2.4), 
(2.5). Assume that r > 0, and define 
(4.3) 
Then A(r)+ has the form 
Z,,(FHF)-‘ZK Z,,(F”F)-‘Z& (Z,,- Z,,F+E)GH 
(z,,(F”F~~‘Z~)‘~ Z,,( FHF) -‘Z& (Z,,- Z2,F+E)G” ’ 
G(z,, - Z,,F+E)H G(Z,, - Z,2F+E)” - GEH(Z - FF+)EG” 
(4.4) 
where G = WIT,‘. 
Proof. Note that when T > 0, both E and F are of full rank. From (4.3), 
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Then one has 
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=7- -*2,,( FHF) -I- z,,, 
Z,,( F+I$j = (1- +)2,,Z:IZ,,( FHF) -I 
= Z,,( F%?)-I- Z,,, 
(-7- ‘Z,, + ZIIEHF)F’E = - Z,,FflE = (I- T-~).Z,,Z;:Z,,. (4.6) 
Then from (4.4)-(4.6) and the fact that Z is a unitary matrix, one can show 
that 
/I 0 0 
A(T)Y(T) = %’ I,n2 0 , (4.7) 
0 0 w,wF 
which is a hermitian matrix. Note that both A(7) and Y(T) are also hermitian 
matrices, so 
A(7)Y(7)=IA(7)Y(7)IH=Y(7)A(7)=[Y(7)A(7)]H. (4.8) 
Then it is easy to show that 
A(+‘(++) = A(T), Y(T)A(T)Y(T) = Y(T). (4.9) 
So Y(T) satisfies the four conditions for the Penrose pseudoinverse. This 
proves that Y(7) = A(T)+. n 
From the above discussion, one has 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that the conditions in Theorem 4.1 hold. Then 
and solution W(T) of (4.1) has the form 
where 
w(T)=A(7)+d+[Z-A(7)+A(++, (4.10a) 
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is some vector with zl,rl, fl having the same dimensions as Z(T), r(T), f(r), 
respectively, or equivalently, 
Z(T) = ‘Z,,( F”F) -lZ:l,h + Z,,( FHF) -lZ&g, 
r(T) = [ Z,,(FHF)-lZE]Hh + Z,,(FHF)-‘Zzg, 
j-(7) = W,T;‘( Z,, - Z,,F+E)“h + W,T,‘( Z,, - ZzzF+E)“g + WaW;fl. 
(4.10b) 
Among all the WLS solutions, the minimum norm solution is 
f(T) wLS = W,T;‘( Z,, - Zl,F+E)Hh f W,T,‘(Z,, - Z,,F+E)Hg. 
(4.11) 
REMARK. We see from (4.10) and (4.11) that the least squares residual 
r(T) and the vector of Lagrange multipliers Z(T) are unique in any case, 
while for Rank(L”, KH) = k < n, the f’s are not unique. 
5. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE LSE AND THE WLS SOLUTIONS 
In [8, Chapter 221, Lawson and Hanson obtained an estimate of the 
difference between the LSE and the WLS solutions when 
( 1 
L is of full 
K 
rank. In this section, we will extend their results to the case where the 
conditions in (1.4) hold. First of all, we derive the formulas for FHF and 
FfE in terms of the modified CS decomposition of Z. From (2.4) and (2.5), 
one can figure out that 
F”F-V, 0 
I 1 m2+<,-1; 0 
r-fs* + c? 
0  ~-2Lp,, 0 
0 Vi’, (5.1) 
0, m,+q-k)xq 0 0 
F+E= -V, 0 (1-7-Z )cs(T-v + c2)- l 0 Vl”. 
0 0 0, m,-p)X(k-p) 
(5.2) 
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Then from (2.41, (2.51, (3.161, (4.101, (5.11, and (5.21, one has 
.z = U,diag(O,, S”C-“,O,,,,_,,) U,Hh 
+ ~~d~ag(0qx~m2+q-k~, - SC(T-“S’  C2)~1,0~~~,_I')x(I.-I')) ufg; 
(5.3) 
r = U2diag(O~m,+q-L)Xr,, - SC-‘70~k-ll)Xit,l,-l’)) 4”h 
+ U2diag(Zmp+Y-k,ZI,-rl’Ok--1,)UZHg, 
r(7) = U2diag(O~,“ZfV_I)XU, - SC(7-“S2 + Cz)-l,O~~_p,x~,,ii_I’~)U~h 
+U,diag 
( 
I,n2+,_k,C2(~-2S’ + C2)-‘,0k_p 
1 u,lg ; (5.4) 
+ WITlplV, diag 0qx(t,r,+q-k),7-2S(~-2S2 + C2)-1,Zk_, ui'g ( 1 
+ W,W,"f 1, (5.5) 
where z1 and fi are vectors defined in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.2. From 
the above formulas, one has the following 
THEOREM 5.1. Consider the LSE and the WLS problems (1.1) and (1.2). 
Assume that the conditions in (1.4) hold. Then we have the following 
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estimates for 7 > 0: 
If-f(~)llG T-2d- l,T-l,, I, II d2 1 r ) 
P 
(5.6) 
where in f and f( > T one should take the same fl and in z one should take 
.zl = T2h. So when T + +m, 
z(T) --) z, r(T) + r, f(T) -f. (5.7) 
Proof. From (5.3), if one takes zi = T2h, then one has 
From this, the first inequality in (5.6) follows. The remaining inequalities can 
be shown in a similar manner. n 
REMARK. If h E R(L), then h = LLSh and so U, diag(Or,, I~,_~) Uyh = 0, 
and when T +m, Z(T)--, .zLSE. 
6. THE EIGENVALUES OF A AND A(T) ASSOCIATED 
WITH ZERO EIGENVALUES 
In this section, we briefly discuss the eigenvectors of A and A(T) 
associated with zero eigenvalues. From the discussion of the previous sec- 
tions, it is obvious that if the conditions in (1.4) hold, then Rank(A) = p + m2 
+ k and RanHA( = m, + m2 + k. Let LV(L) denote the left eigenspace of 
L associated with zero eigenvalue, and RV(L, K) denote the right eigenspace 
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of L 
( ) 
associated with zero 
m, - p” and Dim(RV(L, K)) = 
eigenvalue; then Dim(LV( L)) = 
n - k. Partition any eigenvector x as x = 
(x~,x~,x~)~ with x, E C”l, x2 E C”2, and x3 E C”. Let 
Sl=(x:x=(x:‘,of’,OH) H with xi E LV( L)) (6.1) 
and 
s2=( x :x = (O”,OH, x,; )” with N~ERV(L,K)). (6.2) 
Then it is easy to check that the eigenspace of A associated with zero 
eigenvalue is S, U S,, and the eigenspace of A(r) associated with zero 
eigenvalue is S,. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have discussed algebraic structures of the solutions of 
the LSE and the WLS problems. The results generalize those for full rank 
probiems appeared in [6, 81 to the rank-deficient case. The different formulas 
for the solutions for the LSE and the WLS problems are deduced. The 
relationship between the LSE and the WLS solutions is obtained. The 
eigenspaces of A and A(T) associated with zero eigenvalue are derived. It is 
shown by applying the modified CS decomposition that the LSE and the 
WLS problems for the rank-deficient case have similar aIgebraic properties 
to those for the full rank case. 
Based on the analysis of this paper, perturbation theories for the LSE and 
the WLS problems can be obtained [18]. 
We thank the referee for valuable suggestions. 
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